Plot a Quadratic Graph on a Grid on Paper
Correlate Written Assignments with Scratch

Normal graph on paper: No Computer
Draw the Curve of x² - 2x - 3
Create a Table
x -2 -1 0
x² 4
-2x 4

x² - 2x -3 = 5

1 2 3 4

1 0 1 4

9 16

-2, 5

4, 5

2 0 -2 -4 -6 -8

-3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3

y 5

0 -3 -4 -3 0 5
Each grid square
is a half unit

-1, 0

x position of
domain

3,0

-40, 0 in pixels
-2, 0 in squares
1,-4

Create and complete a table to draw a Quadratic curve.
As with the line graph, there is a changing value of x with
corresponding change in y. On paper the graph is static.

A curve in code
is dynamic
and interactive

There is very little difference in graphing
a dynamic Line and Quadratic graph in
Scratch? The code dynamically activates
the changes that occur while the curve
draws itself.
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Code the Quadratic Graph to Run Dynamically in SCRATCH
See all the code at https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/321188687
Screen picture of thee graph in SCRATCH 3.0

The script on the
pen sprite takes its
x and y position
from that of f(x)

Watch it draw
dynamically when the
button is pressed.
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The domain x sprite sends the
range f(x) a message to move.
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Look
inside the90project
to see and follow the
code, on the domain
x and pen sprites.

Backdrops

The scripts on the Quadratic graph are very similar
to the scripts on the line graph. The two scripts
on the domain x and range f(x) sprites are the
instructions that run the dynamic Quadric graph.
This script plots the red points on the curve
spaced at half-intervals along the domain.
The dashes highlight the part of the
code that creates the curve.

the expression x² - 2x -3 is repeated
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